Illiana Bull Terrier Club
Corn Belt Kennel Club, Inc.
Saturday, May 28, 2016
Judge: Susan Murphy
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Illiana Bull Terrier Club for the
invitation to judge on their show weekend. Your hospitality was so appreciated. It
was a long and arduous journey to Bloomington with all the airline delays and missed
connecting flights, but I made it and quite happy I did.
What a wonderful entry of Bull Terriers presented to me on the day. Special thanks to
the exhibitors for entering and showing your dogs in the spirit of good sportsmanship,
which was evident and so represents the grand camaraderie in our Bull Terrier
community.
Colored
Best of Variety
Davis & Smith’s CH. MAGOR GALACTIC AGENT (Emred Huntsman ex Magor
Moulin Rouge) Heavyweight fawn smut and white dog with a head to match, packed and
filled right to the end of the muzzle with a gentle profile and ever so slight mouth fault.
Carries his ears well, but a better shaped eye would improve his expression. Plenty of
bone and substance on this big fella. Well made throughout and showed it on the move
with his strong glide covering the ground with power and purpose. To be critical, he was
carrying a bit too much weight today. Would like to see some definition behind the last
rib into the loin.
Best of Opposite Sex, Best of Winners, Winners Bitch
Smith & Byzewsi’s MAGOR NEW MOON RISING (Ch. Magor Pretty Fly 4 A White
Guy ex Ch. Magor Millenium Moonstruck) Quality brindle and white with a enough fill
for her long and turned head, better eye shape would improve expression. Scissors bite
with canines still in acceptable position. Bone and substance are in line with her
feminine frame being well made on both ends and lending to graceful yet solid
movement.
Reserve Winners Bitch
Strojan & Woodruff’s EDELWINS RED MOON RISING (Ch. Izimbali Moondance ex
Edelwin’s Kiss-A-Magic Myrtle) Lovely girl with a well-filled head that is strong all the
way to the muzzle, with a very nice eye and expression and a correct mouth. Very well
made with good bone and substance. Did well on the move.
Winners Dog
Wasserman & Parker’s NUANCE NAME IN LIGHTS (Ch. Soquel Millenium Seafarer
ex Nuance Nonetheless) Brindle and white who’s head has quite enough fill and is gently
turned, with a good mouth and nice eye. Presented well and in good condition with a
nicely shaped small frame. Lovely straight front with a short back and well constructed
quarters. Moves fairly well in front, but close behind.

Reserve Winners Dog
Price, Speas, Jaye & Wright’s VICTORIA’S PRINCE EDWARD OF GLENTOM
(Ch. Magaville’s Signing Off ex Ch. Glentom’s Tri My Luck With Bock) Black Brindle
and White with a nicely filled head, gentle profile and good mouth. Fairly well laid
shoulder and enough bone and substance for his size at this age. Movement was loose
but acceptable.
Select Dog: Patterson, Wright & Patterson’s GLENTOM’S SPYCATCHER
Select Bitch: Prater-Piles’ CH. FORMULA FOR A POWER FILLED GINGER
White
Best of Variety, Best of Winners, Winners Dog
Whitmer & Valizadeh’s AMAIZE SUPERNOVA (Gch Ch. Yoeckydoes Gamin ex Ch.
Dbar Lady Gaga Tulsadoom) Striking white puppy with type personified that grabs you
from first glance and won’t let you go. His head is long and clean with a gentle profile,
well-filled with good depth throughout. His wicked little eye and ears right on top
perfect his expression, alas his incisors are ever so slightly off level. Good bone and
substance on this young man and in wonderful condition. He moves as he is made, sound
and true on both ends. Anxious to see him as he matures.
Best of Opposite Sex
Whitmer, Kilpatrick & Roff’s GCH CH BILLIAN BULLY BELLIGERENT AT
BOBUDDY (Bobuddy Trafalger ex Seasons In the Sun At Billian Bully) A pleasure to
see such a well made and put forth white bitch. Typey girl with a head of good
proportions and a sweeping profile. Terrific eye and ears carried well for that wanted
expression, very slight mouth fault. She moves as she is made, clean and true with good
reach and drive.
Reserve Winners Dog
Franscone’s SINABAR MOUNTAIN RIVER MONROE (Ch. Crestmont’s Savior
Faire ex Ch. Sinabar Holiday Affair) Heavyweight fellow with a strong head but needing
a more pleasing profile. His mouth is just off. Tons of bone and substance. Would like
to see a better shoulder. Top line does not hold on the move, where he does better in the
rear than in the front.
Winners Bitch
Larson & Smith’s MAGOR NELLIE BLY FROM ISLAY (Ch. Lonestar Whole Lotta
Hoopla ex Gch Ch. Magor Islay Passion) Nice bitch lineup, but this one took top spot on
her overall make and shape. Long clean head, well filled and gently turned with a good
bite. A bit more of a triangular shaped eye would do better for the wanted expression.
Good length of neck leading into a well laid shoulder, strong top line and good quarters.
Ton of bone on this girl, but was a bit heavy on the day. Moves better in front than rear.

Reserve Winners Bitch
Thomas, Wright & Cournoyer’s GLENTOM MINT TO BREAK THE RULES (Emred
Devil’s Spy ex Gch. Ch. Glentom Rules Were Mint To Be Broken) Another very good
bitch in this winner’s lineup. Head is gently turned with enough fill that carries through
to the end of the muzzle, with a good bite. Fairly well made on both ends, with a solid
top line that holds on the move, albeit she moves better going away.
Select Dog: Smith & Byzwski’s CH. MAGOR SUPER FLY

